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21 Tools to Increase Sales in Your Creative Business
Welcome and congratulations on downloading this guide with the tools
and resources you need to grow your creative business!

The tools you need will vary depending on the stage of growth* of your
business, so I've organised them into an order that if you were just
starting out, you would begin with the rst one and work your way
through the list.
Of course, some may be more relevant for you than others depending on
whether you have a product or service-based business. Where
appropriate I indicate this.
Get to know your customers better
Communicate consistently
Get more organised
Sell more of your product/service
Easy ways to get paid

Have fun exploring and remember, implementation is key!
“The difference between who you are and who you want to be, is what
you do.”
— Bill Phillips

Let me know how you get on…
Una Doyle
Business Coach for Creatives
Founder of CreativeFlow.tv
* Check out the 4 stages of business growth here
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Get to Know Your Customers
You’d be amazed how often when I’m coaching Creative Business
Owners they discover that they don’t know their customers as well as
they think…
This is essential to ensure that you o er them what they actually want and in the ways that they want. Plus it helps you to establish what they
might want for future purchases.
If you don't already have a good idea of who your ideal client is, then this
is a great time to make that decision. Time and time again creatives
struggle to position and market themselves e ectively because they're
trying to be all things to all people.
If you don’t have a customer database or list to survey then begin by
looking in groups and forums to nd out what your ideal customers are
talking about.
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Online Groups & Forums
First, search the following social media and Q&A sites (if your ideal
customer hangs out there) with keywords around your key topic:
Facebook Groups
Linkedin Groups
Quora.com
Clarity.fm
Next do an online search for forums around your key topic and make a
list of 5-8 of them. Then one-by-one you can go through them to ensure
that they have members who are active and are genuinely looking for
help. Any forums that are just full of spam, delete from your list.
Pick the top 3-5 groups and forums for your ideal customer and diarise
to visit them at least once a week to see what people are asking for.
Gather the responses on a spreadsheet and group them by theme. Use
these answers to inform your content marketing, products and services
on an ongoing basis.
Bonus Tip: Where possible use the forum signature to share a
relevant quote and link to your website or an opt in. (Make
sure to read the forum’s guidelines on signatures first.)
By replying to posts with helpful - not spammy - answers, you may add
some new subscribers to your list and even pick up some clients.
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Where you do already have a list of customers and prospects you can
directly survey them on their biggest challenges. Keep it short and sweet
and remember that they might not know as much about their pains or
aspirations as you do... Here's some tools to help you do that:

Google Forms
One great advantage of Google Forms - apart from the fact that it’s free
- is that you can link the form to a Google Spreadsheet.
You’re also able to change the colour scheme and add your own
branding or image as a header.
Within Forms you can view both the summary of responses and
individual answers.
Check out this video I found that takes you through how to use Forms
step-by-step:
Note that you can also set the Google Spreadsheet to notify you when
the Sheet has been edited with a new row (response).

SurveyMonkey
If you want to do any kind of in depth analytics of your survey results,
you might be better o with Survey Monkey. There is a free level of 10
questions and 100 responses, however, with that you might as well use
Google Forms where you have no limits.
The Gold level however, will allow you to do question piping (where the
next question can di er according to the previous answer) as well as
various analytics you might find useful.
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Communicate Consistently
It’s vital that you are able to easily communicate with your audience,
clients and prospects alike. So don’t have your client details on scraps of
paper or online notes!
Pull them all together so you can track your progress and make sure you
don’t lose out on any opportunities.
You can use a Customer Relationship Manager (CRM), i.e. a database
with a few more bells and whistles, to do this and here’s a few I’ve
experienced, which you can check out:

Insightly
Insightly has a free plan for up to 2 users and it will allow you to not only
add all your contacts, integrate with gmail but also to create multiple
sales pipelines.
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It also has lead management, automated work ows, task management
and keywords to help keep you organised.

Nimble
Nimble doesn’t have a free plan but is only $25 per month (at the time of
writing). It has all of Insightly’s features barring at this time it only has 1
sales pipeline.
However it has 2 other features that might make this tool more desirable
for you.
The first is that it has amazing social interaction, allowing you to see what
your contact is doing on di erent platforms and even message them
directly from Nimble. This is great for social listening too.
Nimble also allows you to send personalised emails to small groups
within the app.
Autoresponders
An autoresponder allows you to send personalised emails in bulk as well
as automatically sending a sequence of messages.
Imagine you have a free checklist, email or video training that
prospective customers sign up for. They then get sent a welcome email
with their free thing and over the following days or weeks, they also
receive value adding emails that educate them on the impact of their
problem and how to solve it.
A good autoresponder will also allow you to segment your list using tags
and send targeted emails.
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There is a plethora of autoresponder services available, however I have
used two and will also tell you about a third.

Mailchimp
This is the system that I haven’t used, which I’m including because it has
a free tier for up to your first 2000 subscribers.
However, once you get to that I would de nitely recommend that you
switch to ActiveCampaign.
In fact as soon as you need automation you’ll have to start paying
anyway but if Mailchimp is what you need to get you started, use it.

ActiveCampaign
What I like about ActiveCampaign is that it allows me to deal with both
my bigger audience (for my newsletter, etc) as well as speci c
customers, prospective clients and networking contacts like a CRM.
The use of automations, tagging and having deals, deal pipelines and
reports means I can have all my contacts in the one place.
These features will help you to plan out your client journey and
streamline your relationship building and sales funnels.
Speaking of planning, let's have a look at how you can get more
organised next...
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Get Organised
This may seem like a no-brainer but I’ve been amazed at the number of
creatives who don’t use one central calendar for ALL their appointments.
Some people don’t even use any calendar and rely on their head!
I know you’re smart but come on?!? Surely your brainpower deserves to
work on bigger and better things than your meetings...
Because this can also lead to missed appointments, being late or simply
looking unprofessional.
I trust you’re thinking, “who’d do that?” and if so great. This is just for
those other people.... ;-)

Google Calendar
Though I am an ‘mac chick’, I made the switch to Google calendar
because it integrates with lots of apps and I use Gmail also.
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Using Google or some other online calendar will really save you time and
you can access it from the cloud on any of your devices.
Plus there’s the bene t of the back up - just in case you lose your paper
diary.
And think about when you’re collaborating with others, perhaps have
team members or want to use apps like the one below. There are a lot of
advantages to having an online calendar.
One of the biggest bene ts as far as I am concerned is noti cations. I
have mine set to remind me 1 hour, 30 mins and 15 mins before an
appointment, or before I need to leave for an appointment.
If, like me, you ever get engrossed in things, this can be a real life-saver!

Calendly
Particularly if you run a service-based business or do a lot of networking,
where you have people wanting to meet with you, this is an amazing tool.
Calendly allows you to set up di erent event types so that you can send
the other person a link for exactly the type of appointment you want to
have with them.
Whether it’s a 15-min intro, or a full one hour in person meeting that
gives you buffer time for travel, you can set this up to suit your needs.
As a bonus you can set it to send a con rmation email to the other party,
as well as one or more reminders leading up to your appointment.
No more email ping pong trying to set up a sales or client meeting!
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Lastpass
Do you know how much time you spend searching for passwords?
Maybe they're on post it notes or in a le on your computer. Or perhaps
you have just the one password for everything - not recommended!
Using Lastpass means you only need to remember ONE password, the
rest are stored in the system. This means you can use those long
unpronounceable, unmemorable passwords and don't have to write them
down anywhere!
Oh... And did I mention that it's free too? You can opt for a premium
account for a small annual amount, which means you can use the mobile
app. But you don't need to pay for a desktop account.
The nal reason Lastpass is a great idea is because it also allows you to
delegate to virtual assistants and freelancers by giving them access to
certain accounts, without letting them see the login details. So it's secure
and also allows you to work seamlessly as a team.

Doodle
Doodle and Doodle Mobile allow you to schedule meetings with several
people. The organiser adds their availability and sends a link to other
people involved. Everybody marks each time and date indicating their
availability (YES/NO/IF NEED BE) and then you can easily see the best
time(s) for you all to meet.
I don’t often have need for this personally or in my business but used it a
while ago for the production team meetings and rehearsal dates for a
short film I worked on.
You can also sync your online calendar to make this even easier.
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Now let's talk about Task Management. This is a key area for organisation
and not something that came naturally to me as a creative person!
In the past this caused me a lot of stress, to miss out on opportunities
and cost me money.
You want to be able to align your business plan, your projects and
processes with your top priorities and every day tasks and activities.

Trello
Having tried several project and task management systems over the
years I have finally settled on Trello because it is both visual and flexible.
I found other systems too linear and particularly those that make you put
a date by each task, meant that I spent more time changing dates and
updating the system than actually getting work done!
There are so many di erent ways that you can use Trello, this is
something I go into in depth as part of the Creative Success Code.
Because you can use it to keep a track of your bigger picture business
plan as well as your projects, processes and day-to-day tasks and
activities.
Trello is used by some big companies too, so even if you have one or
more teams you can use this e ectively. There are also add ons and
integrations called ‘Power Ups’ that allow you to do some pretty
sophisticated stuff if required.
I would suggest that you check out the tour and give it a go.
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Slack
Whether you use Slack to communicate with your team(s) and/or your
customers, this will help you to have one common workspace that will
integrate with your most popular systems and apps and replace email for
messaging.
It’s free with up to 10 app integrations and 5GB of messaging and loads
of other features.
You can set up ‘channels’ to ensure both privacy and productivity.

Wisestamp
Look professional when sending your emails and if you wear more than
one hat (as in business coach and actor!) then you can have one
signature for each.
It works with Gmail, Outlook, Android, Iphone and more.
Wisestamp allows you to add a picture (and help people remember you),
links, social media icons and even banners and text links to promote
whatever you’re up to.
It’s free for one signature and you can upgrade to a Pro account very
inexpensively, or a Business account for consistent branding across your
teams.
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Sell More of Your Service/Product
Even if your creative business is as a web developer, if you use
Wordpress then I heartily recommend that you check out Thrive Themes
because they are so conversion focused.

Thrive Themes
Thrive include a myriad of lead attraction and conversion tools, not just
themes. They are constantly adding to the toolbox and if you are a full
member you get ‘grandfathered’ in at whatever price you pay and always
get updates and new products for free. Plus the support and training is
excellent.
With Thrive you’ll be able to create landing pages, opt in forms, deliver
your freebies, add countdown timers, create quizzes and more - all with
the one suite of tools.
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The membership is a big saving on paying for these things separately.

Gumroad
Do you have a physical or digital product to sell? Gumroad will allow you
to do this and also deal with the European VAT-MOSS rules for you so
you can easily have buyers around the world.
Yes they’ll take a percentage of your sales but looking at all the features
and audience building tools, it’s certainly worth it - at least when starting
out.
You don’t want to have to wait to gure out all the website, ecommerce
and payment processing before being able to sell - get making and get
selling!

Fiverr
If your creative business is service-based then a good place to start is
Fiverr. If you think you can only sell things for $5 then think again. Check
out these guys pro le, gigs and the way they have packaged their
services to upsell and have much bigger order values for their SEO
services.
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When you are starting out, like Gumroad, Fiverr will provide you with a
built in audience and you can always stop when you have a built up a
solid client base outside of Fiverr.
At the very least Fiverr can help you to assess demand for a service and
build up experience and/or social proof.
Just be aware that unlike Gumroad, Fiverr won’t let you contact your
customers outside of Fiverr.

Get Paid
First o even if you’re in the startup phase, please ensure that you have a
separate bank account for your creative business projects than your
personal life. Ideally, have a second business bank account to put money
aside for taxes too.
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Doing so makes you think much more about what di erent expenses are
(amazing to me the number of times people don’t get receipts and claim
back cuppas, parking, etc against tax?), how much you’re spending and
it will help you keep track.
Often even the creatives I work with that have more established
businesses, don't have as good a handle on their nances as they could
have. Don't be one of those people - this skill directly a ects your
income!

GoCardless
If you’re based in the UK or the EU you can use GoCardless to take UK
and/or Euro (if you have a Euro bank account) payments by direct debit.
I use this for all my UK coaching clients where they pay by installments. I
get all my payments up front every month and never have to chase
anybody for payment.
There’s no reason why a creative business can’t do the same. If you break
down a project into stages when planning and agree to bill by stage, then
if the client delays the project the payment goes through automatically
anyway. You won’t lose out nancially because of internal politics or
other priorities.

PayPal
Whether selling from your website or invoicing clients, PayPal allows you
to get paid without the hassle of getting your own merchant account.
Use invoice templates to streamline your work ow and add the globally
recognised button to your sales pages.
Be sure to let PayPal know if you’re planning on a big in ux of sales or
they may suspend your account!
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Stripe
This tool allows you to process credit and debit card payments through
your website and is cheaper than PayPal.
However, you must have an SSL certificate for your website to use Stripe,
which you can usually get from your website hosting company.
Finally, you will need a system to manage your accounts and a cardboard
box full of receipts is not up to scratch. Not only can things get lost (or
you have no idea what they relate to!) as a business owner you need to be
on top of your sales and expenses on a weekly and monthly basis or how
else will you know how the business is doing?
While there are other systems such as Quickbooks and Freshbooks, the
one I use, and therefore can comment on, is Xero:

Xero
This allows me to have all my accounts in the cloud and I can quickly scan
in receipts and track mileage on the go with the Xero app. I can even
create invoices on the go from within the app.
It integrates with your bank accounts (this is another reason to separate
business from personal), PayPal and GoCardless pulling in transactions
and reconciling them.
You can create invoice templates, recurring invoices and customer
groups to simplify and automate your work ows so you get to spend
more time being creative.
While I would always recommend for creatives to outsource their
bookkeeping, it is a good idea to know how to produce an invoice quickly
when you're in a sales situation. ;-)
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The tools in this guide help you with the implementation of your
strategies and tactics to increase sales. Yet how do you know if
you're even focused on the right things?

"Get Focused Strategy Session"
Could you be overlooking the obvious?

Discover How To Liberate Hidden Profits!
After this session you will have:
Uncovered hidden challenges that could be holding you
back
Reconnected to your business vision, purpose &
enthusiasm
Pinpointed the vital things for you to focus on for your
stage of business growth

Learn More...
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